**General/Familiar Encyclopedia - APA Citation**

Last Name, Initials. (Date). Title of article. In General encyclopedia title. (Vol.##, pp. ##-##). Place of publication: Publisher.


_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Article Author, usually given at the end of the article, Last Name, First Initial. Middle Initial. End with Period

(Publication date in parentheses, end with period). List after author or after title if there is no author.

Article title. End with a period. Start citation with title, if there is no author, followed by date in parentheses.

In Encyclopedia title. (Italicized, end with a period)

(Vol. Number, pages of article show as pp., in parenthesis, followed by period). Place of publication: Publisher.

**Subject Encyclopedia or Special Reference - APA Citation**

Last Name, Initials. (Date). Title of article. In Editor’s Name (Ed.) Special encyclopedia title. (Vol.##, pp. ##-##). Place of publication: Publisher.


_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Article Author, usually given at the end of the article, Last Name, First Initial. Middle Initial. End with Period

(Publication date in parentheses, end with period) List after author or after title if there is no author.

Article title. End with a period. Start citation with title, if there is no author, followed by publication date in parentheses.

In Name of Editor First Initials Last Name (Ed.) Encyclopedia title (Italicized, end with a period)

(Vol. Number, pages of article show as pp., in parenthesis, followed by period). Place of publication: Publisher.
Magazine or Newspaper Article - APA Citation
Sample:
Last Name, First Initials. (Date). Title of article. *Magazine title in italics*, page numbers.


Article Author, if available. Last Name, First Initials. End with a period. For several authors, follow guide to multiple authors in Book example.

( ___________________________________________________________________________ ).

(Date of article -Year Month Day- in parentheses, ending in period ).

Article title. First word capitalized; end with a period)

*Magazine Title Italicized*, Each word capitalized; comma at end.

Inclusive page numbers. End with period.

Magazine or Newspaper Article - APA Citation
Sample:
Last Name, First Initials. (Date). Title of article. *Magazine title in italics*, page numbers.


Article Author, if available. Last Name, First Initials. End with a period. For several authors, follow guide to multiple authors in Book example.

( ___________________________________________________________________________ ).

(Date of article -Year Month Day- in parentheses, ending in period ).

Article title. First word capitalized; end with a period)

*Magazine Title Italicized*, Each word capitalized; comma at end.

Inclusive page numbers. End with period.

Magazine or Newspaper Article (Full Text) in a Database - APA Citation
Last Name, First Initials. (Date of article). Title of article. *Magazine title in italics*, page numbers. Retrieved date of access, from Database title.


Article Author, if available. Last Name, First Initials. End with a period.

( ___________________________________________________________________________ ).

(Date of article -Year Month Day- in parentheses, ending in period ).  **Article Title.** First word capitalized. End with a period)

*Magazine Title Italicized*, each word capitalized. Comma at end.  Inclusive page numbers. End with period.

Retrieved date of access – Month Day, Year, Comma at end, from Database Title database. End in period.
Audiovisual Materials - APA Citation

Last Name, Initials. (role, i.e. Producer). (Date). *Audiovisual title in italics* [Medium]. Place of publication: publisher.


Author, Artist, Composer, or Performer. (Last Name, Initials. End with a period; use to emphasize important contributor or start with title. *Most audiovisual materials start with title.*) (Role in parentheses – for example, Producer). End with period.

(Publication date in parentheses, end with period) List after author or after title if there is no author.

*Audiovisual title (Italicized) [Medium]* In brackets, end with period.

Place of publication, colon Publisher

Internet - APA Citation

Last Name, First Initials if author is available. (Date of webpage if given). Title of document. *Title of Homepage in Italic*.

Author, if available. *Last Name, First Initials*. End with a period. (Date of webpage). Year first in parentheses, ending in period).

Title of document. First word capitalized; end with a period.

*Title of Complete Work or Homepage.* Put the overall name of web site title in italics. Each word capitalized; end with period)

Retrieved Date of Visit or Access - Day Month Year- End with comma, *from Internet URL*. End with a period.

(You may not find all of this information for every website. Fill in the information you can find, in the order given. You will always have the title of the homepage; possibly a date published or updated; date of access; and Internet URL.)